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Abstract 

Brånemark introduced the external hexagon (ex-hex) implant platform for fully edentulous patients, but 
osseointegrated implant dentistry soon expanded to include single tooth and segmental tooth 
replacement. This was accompanied with the introduction of the internal connection implant platform of 
various geometries. Subsequently, the ex-hex is largely seen as redundant. But is this a result of good 
science or group think.  
 
This presentation will explore the evolution of the implant-abutment connection – the associated micro-
gap, bacterial percolation, marginal bone loss and mechanical stability.  
It would appear the science is settled and the internal connection platform has significant advantages 
over the ex-hex. So should the ex-hex be confined to history?  But how reliable is the science? Are there 
still indications for the ex-hex? 
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